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Abstract

The Adaptive Instrument Module (AIM) will be the first

true demonstration of reconfigurab[e computing with

.lie/d-programmable gate art<o's (FPG.4s: in space,

enabling the "'brain" o/the system to evolve or adapt to

changing requirements. In partnership with ;V.4SA

Goddard Space Flight Center and the Australian

Cooperative Research Centre for Sutellite S3wtems (C'RC-

SS), APL has built the jlight version to be flown on the

,4 ustralian universiO,-class satellite FEDSA

The AIM provides satellites the flexibili O' to adapt to

changing mission requirements hy reconfiguring

standardized processing hamhvare rather than incurring

the large costs associated with new builds. This abiliO, to

reco,(igure the processing in response to changing

mission needs leads to true evolveable computing.

wherein the instrument "brain" can learn fi'om new

science data m order to perform state-of-the-art data

processing The development of/he .4L_I is significant in

its enormous potential to re&<'e total ilia-cycle costs for

/ht,re space _<vp/oration missions. The a_h'ent of R,4.11-

based FPG.As whose configuration can be changed at a_ O"

t,ne has enabled the development qf the ,-II.U./Dr

pr<>cessing tasks that could not he per/brined i_7sg/iware

l'he use qlthe .-tl.l I e_Tahlc'.s r_,c,':/?/_L, tu'atl<:t_ q/ the KPG.4

circuitry while the .v_ac'ecrq/t is in /light. with mc_m

acc'<:mpatoD?g a_h'antages, l'17e .4l.II detmm.s'tr_ttes the

practicalittes _/ usin_ recvnfigto'al_/e com/:utb_

hu:'du_v'e devwes hv conducting a series o/ de.sigtted

experimeJtts. ['hese i,c/ude the Jemtmstration _/

)nlp/d,tclmltg Jata c:J/.pre.vsio/1._lctt_z/i/tert/tX',cuTJ

communication message processing and inter-experiment

data computation. The second generation is the Adaptive

Processing Template tA D,4 PT) which is jitrther described

in this paper.

The next step/brward is :_) make the hardware itself

aJ_tptab/e and the ADAPT pursue._ this challenge h>"

developing a reconfigurab/e module that wdl be capable

ojjimctioning ejficiently in various applications. ADAPT

will take advantclge of radiation tolera,t RAM-based /ie/d

programmable gate array tUPG.4) technology to develop

a reco_Tfigurable processor that combines thejlexibili O" of

a general purpc_se processor running software with the

per/brmance of apFlieation .WeQ/Tc processin._ hardware

.for a varie O" U high pe/7ormc, lce c,mputi,7_ cq_plic,_tio_zs

The Adaptbe Instrument Module (AIM) will be the first

true demonstration of reconfigurable computing with

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) in space,

enabling the "brain" of the system to evolve or adapt to

changing requirements. In partnership _ith NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center and the Australian

Cooperative Research Centre for Satellite S_stems (CRC-

SS). APE has built the fli.ght version to be flox_n on the

Australian uni'.ersit\-class satellite FEDSAT

The .-\l.',.l provides satellites the flexibility to adapt to

changing mission requirements b E reconfiguring

standardized processing hardware rather than incurring the

large costs associated with new builds. This abilit.,, to

reconfigure the processing in response to changing

mission needs leads to true evolveable computing.

x_herem the inslrtlmenI 'brain" can learn from no':,



,_cicncc data in order to peri;otn/ ,_tatc-ol-lhe-,n't data

processii'lg, lhe dc,,clopment of the AIM is sb_,nii]cm_t in

its cnormotls potential to l'cduce total lifo-cycle costs for
['utur¢ space exploration missions, l'he advent of RAM-

based VPGAs _,,ho,;e configuration can be changed at an},

time has enabled the de,,clopment of the AIM /'or
processing tasks that could not be performed in software.

The use of the AIM enables reconfiguration of the FPGA

circuit_ while the spacecraft is in flight, with many

accompanying advantages. The AIM demonstrates the

practicalities of using reconfigurable computing hardware
de,.ices b', conducting a series of designed experiments.

These include the demonstration of implementing data

compression, data filtering, and communication message

processing and inter-experiment data computation. The

second generation is the Adaptive Processing Template
tADAPT) which is further described in this paper.

1. Adaptive Processing Template (ADAPT)
In the past. system flexibilit,, ',',as primarily associated

with s_stem software. New functions and applications
were accomplished bx changing the sequence of

instructions executed by' a general-purpose processor.
The next step forward is to make the hardware itself

adaptable and the ADAPT pursues this challenge by

developing a reconfigurable module that will be capable
of t'unctioning efficientl,, in various applications. ADAPT

will take advantage of radiation tolerant RAM-based field

programmable gate array' (FPGA) technology to develop a
reconfigurable processor that combines the flexibility of a

general purpose processor running software with the

pertbrmance of application specific processing hardware

for a variety of high pertbrmance computing applications.
This improved pertbrmance along with the adaptability of

this technology' provides significant benefits at several
le',els:

I. Although the basic physica hardware design remains

unchanged, the har&_are for the control and data

interfaces can easily' be programmed for a specific
instrument and/or spacecraft data system architecture.
This allows flight qualification of the basic hardware

independent of the detailed hardware design for a specific

system. This minirnizes the cost of developing the basic

hardware for each instrument and allows the physical

design to be easily reprogrammed for any s,_stem
architecture.

2. This approach also minimizes overall instrument or

svstenl de_,elopment time by allowing physical and
electrical testing of the hard_are to proceed concurrently

_ith the detailed design and programming of the FPGAs.
Also. if an error in the design is detected during s,,stem

level testing, the hard_are can be easily reconfigured
_ithout having to physically remove the processor from

the s_,Sielll, lhis Iniimnizes tile impact on the proNct
schedule and risk to the tlight hardy, are.

3. Fhe use of RAM-based FPGA technology enables the

hardware design to be reconfigured in flight to overcome
both hardware and software errors that nlay be detected

after launch during mission operations. This reduces
overall mission risk which is becoming more important as

flight s,,stem development times and budgets decrease in

the current thster, cheaper, and better enxironment.

4. 1'he ability to reconfigure the ADAPT il_ flight allows

the processor functions to adapt to changing mission

conditions and also allows improved on board processing
algorithms to be uploaded to the instrument. The

reconfigured processor can optimize mission operations to

exploit science "targets of opportuniw" as the mission

progresses and also take advantage of improved data
processing algorithms to return the most science for the
nlJnimum cost.

5. Reconfigurable hard_are provides another level of fault

tolerance. The hardware can be reprogrammed in flight to
replace the function of fault,+ circuit components that

might otherwise cause the instmrnent to t:ail. If some part

of the FPGA fails, the circuitu can be redesigned and the
hardware reprogrammed to avoid the faul_' portions of the

component. This essentially' provides inherent

redundancy to improve the overall mission probability of
success with none of the traditional costs associated with

redundant processors.

6. The use of multiple FPGAs in a processor provides a
scalable architecture. The hardware can be configured as

a parallel processor by' sending the data to multiple

FPGAs simultaneously or configured as a pipeline

processor b_ sending the data to one FPGA first and then

a second FPGA to complete the necessary. processing.
This allo,._s the architecture to be optimized for the

specific data processing algorithms required for an
instrument providing improved performance _ithout

redesigning the basic ph',sical hard_are for each
application.

An Advanced Technology Development (ATD) project at

JHU;APL is developing a standalone reconfigurable
logic/ASIC Simulator board that has man> similarities to

the ADAPT. This board stores configurations in flash

memory, and allo_s ne_ configurations to be downloaded

by a host proccssor over an RS-232 link. It usesaXilinx

Virtex FPGA. the same type planned tot use in the
ADAPT. A photo of the module is shown in Figure l..

and a block diagram in figt,re 2.



Figure !. Reconfigurable Logic/ASIC Simulator based
on Virtex FPGA
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Figure 2. ADAPT System Hardware Architecture

2. ADAPT Hardware Design
The ADAPT implements complex algorithms directb in

reconfigurable hardware tbr processing of high rate
instrument data. A diagram of the ADAPT hardware

architecture is shown in Figure 3. Two state of the art
Xilinx Virtex FPGAs are the heart of the ADAPT. Each

contains the equivalent of l.l million gates and 131,000
bits of RAM. A wide range of cores are available for

these FPGAs, including DSP functions, processors, and

math functions. New designs can be implemented with a
wide range of development tools. [n the ADAPT design,

each Virtex FPGA is connected to SRAM memou to

implement additional storage for intermediate results,
coefficients, and variables that some algorithms may

require. The Virtex FPGAs are interconnected to allow

data to pass between them. Each is connected to the
instrument data input, and each can output processed data

or control information. Having at least two FPGAs on the

board also provides some redundancy in case of device
failure.
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Figure 3, ADAPT Hardware Architecture

The ADAPT stores multiple FPGA configurations in flash
memory. The host processor selects which configurations

are to be used, This allows the instrument data processing

algorithms to be changed in realtime. A fuse-programmed

Actel FPGA implements the system backplane PC1
interface to allow the system host processor to select the

configurations to be loaded into the Virtex FPGAs. A
second Actel includes the circuitry to read back the

configuration from the Xilinx FPGAs and compare it to

the original configuration in flash memo_. If any
discrepancies are detected, the configuration is

autonomously reloaded, and the host processor is notified

that data processing _ill be halted tbr a _ x_rseconds,

Instrument data ma_ either inputted either through the PC1
bus or an 1/O connector. Processed data may be either

outputted over the PC[ bus or an I/O connector,

The ADAPT includes a voltage regulator to supply power

to the Virtex FPGAs. The voltage regulator is kept on the
ADAPT board so that the host system will not have to

generate -2,5V. [t is expected that the card _ ill only need

to be supplied with -3.3V from the backp[ane, An

oscillator supplies the clock needed to run the Actel
FPGAs. The temperature of the Virtex parts and the

linear regulator will be measured by' thermistors. The
thermistors will be connected to an bO connector.

3. Spacecraft Architecture with ADAPT
An instrument that uses the ADAPT card can either have

its o_n Compact PCI chassis, or it could be integrated

directh into the spacecraft Con]pact PCI cha._sis, The

second approach _ould _ield a lo_er mass s}stem, since
the digital electronics tbr the instrument (the ekDAPI-

card) could exist as an additional card in the spacecraft

chassis, rather than as a standalone chassis. An example of
this architecture is sho_4n in figure 4. Since the bulk of

the instrument processing is done in the ADAPT card, the
spacecraft processor card can do the remainder of the

processing with a small percentage of its resources, for
example packetizinL4 the reduced science data or



uanst_rring the packc_s to the spacecraft _,_lid state
recorder. It+ the extt+a mass is a,,ailablc, at separate

Instrument Compact PCI chassis with a dedicated

processor could be irnplcmcntcd.
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Figure 4. Spacecraft and Instrument Architecture with
ADAPT

4. Technology' Description and Benefits

In the past, system flexibility was primarily associated

with system sot%rare. New functions and applications
were accomplished by changing the sequence of

instructions executed by a general-purpose processor.

The next step forward is to make the hardware itself

adaptable and the ADAPT pursues this challenge by
developing a reconfigurable processor board that will be

capable of functioning efficiently in various applications.
ADAPT will take advantage of radiation tolerant RAM-

based field programmable gate array' (FPGA) technology

to develop a reconfigurable processor that combines the
flexibilib' of a general purpose processor running software

with the performance of application specific processing

bar&rare for a variety of high performance computing
applications.

5. Potential Science Application

One of the most challenging aspects of planeta_

spectroscopy is identi6ing previously unknown sites

_hich have a sought after mineralogic signature.
recast,ring them. and downlinking the data. The simplest

method, measuring and downlinking data that cover the
en/iret'_ of a surface of interest, is appropriate for a limited

volume of data having reiati,,et} low spatial resolution.

Ho_e,,er it is impractical t\)r high spatial resolution data

duc to the cm_scquend.v _cr_ high data ',oktme. A

somc_hat more sophisticated approach _ould be to

acquire a large volume of dala. analyze it onboard, and

downlink onl.,, selected portions. Mox_ever this method too

fails at very high spatial resolutions.
ADAPT would provide an alternative implementation that

is thr more efficient in usage of spacecraft resources: the
ADAP F would allow an instrument to acquire and discard

data continuall,, in a standb_ mode. anal',zing it "on the

fl_" and deciding autonomousl? when a yah,able data

segment should be saved. For example, taking as an

example the Martian case. as few as 14 channels could be

analyzed continuously (3 parameterizing ferric iron
absorption bands at 660 and 860 nm. 3 parameterizing the

2000-nm atmospheric CO, band, 3 parameterizing the

2350-nm carbonate band. and 2 parameterizing the 3000-

nm H_,O band). These absorptions are diagnostic of ke?
aqueous phases. Key parameters for data calibration and

processing _ould be stored in the ADAPT, including

offset and gain corrections for dark current and

radiometric sensitivity and a model atmospheric spectrum.
I'he selected wavelengths from data acquired continuously

in "standby" mode would be calibrated on the fly, and a

first-order atmospheric correction would be performed by

scaling the model atmospheric spectrum using measured
2000-rim CO2 band depth. The processed spectra would

then be parameterized and thresholded to determine when

one of the mineralogic absorptions exceeded a critical
value indicative of interestina_ mineralmw_,. At that point an

autonomous decision would be made whether to begin a

predetermined sequence of appropriate instrument
operations and data storage. Similar analysis of spectra

being saved would determine whether continued

acquisition of new data warranted the over_vriting of an

existing data segment saved pre,,iously. ',in the same
decision making process.

[hese algorithms will be designed for implementation in
the Xilinx FPGA on the ADAPT. The,, will be simulated

on a Mentor Graphics workstation, and simulated

spectrometer data will be used as the stimulus. This will
validate the design and ability of the ADAPT to meet the

SSE goals of reducing downlink and operation

autonomousl\. The planned increase in information

extraction foragi_endownlinkis (000:I. The reduction

in time to resume mission operations after mission

interruption due to engineering anomal,., as x_ell as
engineering setup time for science observations, should be

reduced to the time to select and load one of the pre-

stored FPGA configurations on the ADAPT. Once
commanded to a new configuration, the ADAPT should
load it in t_elI under l0 seconds.
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